
Large Crochet Bear 
 

Requirements: 3.75 mm hook 

Any DK wool 

Please knit in matching pairs 

 

Finished size: 18-20 cm tall 

 

 

1) Start here at the bottom of the right arm, Chain 6 + 1 turning chain 

(7ch). 

2) Now do 10 rows of 6 single crochets for the arm. Don’t forget the 

turning chains, to keep the teddy’s straight line. 

3) When you have finished the 10 rows for the arm, chain 12 + 1 

turning chain to the left for the head. Turn, skip over the turning 

chain and crochet back. 

4) For the left leg chain 16 + 1 turning chain to the right. The whole 

row consists out of 6 chains for the arm + 12 chains for the head + 

16 chains for the leg = 34 chains altogether.  Do now 7 rows of 

single crochets over these 34 chains. Don’t forget the turning chain. 

5) In the 8th row just do 22 single crochet. 

6) Then chain 12 + 1 turning chain for the right leg.  Again do 7 rows 

of single crochets 

7) In the 8th row just do 18 single crochets + 1 turning chain. Turn your 

work. 

8) Now do 10 rows of single crochets over the 6 arm chains. 

9) Do one extra row of single crochets to fold your work over later on. 

10) The second part of the bear has to be done in the same way. Start at 

point 2 

11) If you have reached point 8 for the second time then your next part 

is finished. 

12) To finish the bear, fold your work in half and sew around. Leave the 

top of the head open, turn your work inside out, stuff it carefully and 

close the seam of the head. Pull a piece of yarn through the neck and 

pull it tight to give it a nice shape.  Form the ears, fix them with a 

few stitches and embroider the face. Add a ribbon or small crochet 

chain for scarf. 

13) Now your teddy is finished. 

14) Please tie identical pairs together loosely. 


